













LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The stress{energyoperator
Adam D Helfer
Department of Mathematics, Mathematical Sciences Building,
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211, U.S.A.
Abstract. We compute the stress{energy operator for a scalar linear
quantum eld in curved space{time, modulo c{numbers. We nd that
in general on locally Fock{like representations: (a) It cannot be a
self{adjoint operator; (b) The associated evolution cannot be realized
unitarily; (c) The expectation values are well{dened on a dense family
of states; but (d) These expectation values are unbounded below, even
for evolution along future{directed timelike vector elds. These are all
local, ultraviolet, eects.
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In a relativistic quantum eld theory, two sorts of evolution are important: that of
the state vectors; and that of the eld operators. The state vectors are required to
evolve by unitary motions of the Hilbert space (except when reduction occurs) in
order that probability be conserved. On the other hand, the evolution of the eld
operators is governed by relativistic eld equations on space{time, and need not arise
from unitary motions. This phenomenon has been known for some time, but has
generally been thought possible only when unaccounted{for massless radiation might
escape to innity (the `infrared catastrophe'; see Bjorken and Drell 1965, Jauch and
Rohrlich 1975, Ashtekar and Narain 1981). Here we show that it occurs generically
as a local (ultraviolet) eect, and is tied to a lack of existence of a fully satisfactory
Hamiltonian or stress{energy operator. These cannot exist as operators on reasonable
domains in the physical Hilbert space. Their expectation values are well{dened on a
dense family of states, but generically these expectation values are unbounded below.
Up to now, there have been few computations of the stress{energy operator. The
best general theory follows Wald's (1994) outline: one posits a set of axioms the
expectation values of the operator might be expected to satisfy, and then shows that
these determine the expectation values (modulo a small freedom, which would be due
to c{number additions to the operator). In fact our stress{energy's expectations verify
Wald's key axioms (his (1) and (2)), so in principle all our results could be derived
from his analysis. However, it would be very dicult computationally to use the
expectation values directly to obtain our results. Then too, the conclusions here are
disquieting enough that if they were based solely on the axiomatic program one might
be inclined to doubt the axioms.
This letter is given to outlining the arguments in a simple case, that of an
uncharged spinless eld of mass m in a curved space{time (M;g
ab
). Similar eects
occur for elds responding to scalar and electromagnetic potentials in Minkowski
space; these will be treated elsewhere, along with many mathematical details. We
also leave the discussion of possible resolutions to the diculties presented here for
later.
We use the by{now standard symplectic quantization, which is well treated in
Wald's (1994) book; see also Ashtekar and Magnon{Ashtekar (1980), Birrell and
Davies (1982), DeWitt (1983), Fulling (1989). See Reed and Simon (1972{5) for
general operator theory and Treves (1980) for pseudodierential operators. Our
conventions for space{time quantities are those of Penrose and Rindler (1984{6). We
set c = h = 1.







) = 0 : (1)
We assume the space{time is oriented, time{oriented and globally hyperbolic. We
also take the Cauchy surfaces to be compact; this is done only for simplicity: it avoids
some operator{theoretic technicalities and rules out all infrared eects. We let   be
the space of smooth classical solutions to the eld equation; it is equipped with a









d ) : (2)
(The integral is independent of the choice of Cauchy surface  by (1).)
The quantum eld theory is best thought of as constructed in two steps. First,






(y)] = iG(x; y) ; (3)
where G is the dierence of the advanced and retarded Green's functions. This algebra
is abstract in that there is as yet no representation of it as an algebra of operators on
a physical Hilbert space.
The second step in the construction is the choice of representation. Those of
interest are mathematically analogous to the Fock representation. Let J :  !   be a
map preserving !, satisfying J
2
=  1 and such that
!(; J) (4)






are the positive{ and negative{frequency parts of .) Then J makes   (completed
with respect to the norm (4)) a complex Hilbert space  (J), which is the analog of
the one{particle Hilbert space,y and the full Hilbert space may be constructed from
this as usual. In fact, it is a little more convenient to start with  ( J); then the
full Hilbert space H(J) may be identied with a space of holomorphic (rather than
antiholomorphic) functions on  (J), the elements of the symmetric tensor powers of
 ( J) forming the coecients of the power{series expansion. On such a function











are the J{linear and J{antilinear parts of the classical solution . It should
be noted that H(J) contains only the holomorphic functions whose norm (in the
appropriate sense) is nite.
The choice of J is important. In general, dierent choices will not lead to unitarily
equivalent representations; one has unitary equivalence i their dierence is Hilbert{






<1. Kay and Wald (1991) have shown that there is




(y)i have the same asymptotic
form as x ! y (in geodesic normal coordinates) as for the Fock representation, and
that (in the case of compact Cauchy surfaces) this choice is unique up to unitary
y This analogy is in general only mathematical. The identication of which mathematical structures
correspond to physical one{particle states is involved and to some degree ill{dened. See Wald (1994)
and references therein.
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equivalence. Such a representation is called Hadamard. For the remainder of this
paper, we assume the physical Hilbert space is a Hadamard representation.
We now take up the problem of evolution and the denition of the stress{energy
operator. The algebraA is generated by the Cauchy data for
b
 on any Cauchy surface.
Flowing along a vector eld 
a
in M induces a canonical transformation of Cauchy
data, which generates an automorphism of A. Our rst result is that in general
this automorphism need not be induced by a unitary map on H(J). In other words,
the evolution of the eld operators, expressed in terms of their initial data, may be
regarded as determining a deformation of the representation.
Consider a space{time with M = f(t; x) j t 2 R; x 2 g, where t is a global time
function and for t  t
 


















is a t{independent positive{denite three{metric on . The vector eld  is
taken to be @=@t, and the Cauchy surfaces to be surfaces of constant t. Suppose that
evolution were unitarily implementable. Let J be a Hadamard complex structure. An
allowable choice of J in the regime t < t
 
(resp., t > t
+
), in block form with respect





























is the Laplacian associated with h

ab
. If g :   !   is the canonical











is Hilbert{Schmidt. Since evolution preserves the Hadamard condition,




a complex structure which is Hadamard at t
+
. By equivalence











must be Hilbert{Schmidt. However, it is easy to see that this fails in general.













in terms of the eigenvalues of the spatial Laplacian. Expressed as a sum over modes,
the divergence is cubic.) This is a contradiction, and so the evolution cannot be
unitarily implemented.
This argument only proves that a certain class of space{times, vector elds and
Cauchy surfaces has non{unitarily implementable evolution, but one expects the result




can be expressed as an integral of products of
Green's functions and kernels for the two{point function, so the fact that it diverges
should be stable.
Although the evolution is not unitarily implementable, one can still search for a












 on  (8)







the normal derivative). Such an
operator does exist, although in a limited sense. It is most conveniently expressed as
follows.
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Let us adopt a standard index notation for the complex vector space  (J); we
write 

for an arbitrary element of this space, and 


for the inner product. Then

















Explicit calculation shows that A





formally self{adjoint. (For 
a
everywhere timelike, the operator B


is a real elliptic
































cannot be an operator from any domain containing the constant functions to H(J).
(b) However
b
H(;) does exist as a quadratic form on, for example, the space of




. Such a domain is dense in H(J). Then
b
H(;) can be given meaning as an
operator from this domain to a certain space of polynomials, not elements in H(J).
In this sense equation (8) holds. (c)
b
H(;) is equal to the classical Hamiltonian
function with
b
 replacing  and normal{ordered with respect to the senses of creation




which is the J{normal ordered transcription of the classical stress{energy. It can be




ji verify Wald's (1994) axioms. (e)
One sees that
b
H(;) is determined uniquely modulo c{numbers by the requirement








Our nal result, perhaps the most disturbing, is this: that even for 
a
timelike
future{pointing, generically the form
b
H(;) is unbounded below. (Compare Epstein
et al 1965.) This is seen by a lengthy computation of
b
H(;) by pseudodierential
operator techniques. It will be convient to represent 

2  (J) by its complex{valued







). We take 
a
to












































with k a positive constant,  the Laplacian on  and 
ab
the second fundamental
form of , for  1 <  < 0, have nite norm but hj
b
H(;)ji =  1. This should
be contrasted with results (see Ford and Roman 1995 and references therein) giving
lower bounds on the energy emitted over an interval on a world{line.
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The present results are based on the `external eld' approximation: that the
quantum elds can be treated as responding to a classical background. We must
conclude that, at least in this approximation, the energy density of the quantum elds
is not an observable in the usual sense. That
b
H(;) is unbounded below seems
also to call into question all semiclassical calculations of quantum elds on curved








These include the prediction that Hawking radiation leads to mass loss from black
holes, the existence of quantum wormholes, and the inationary cosmologies.
This work was supported in part by the University of Missouri through a Research
Leave, and conducted in part at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute,
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